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Thank you for purchasing this kit. 
 
This instruction pack should provide guide for building this model given some experience 
of soldering and the basics of etched kit construction.  
 
Please read all the pack before starting to build. 
 
Drawings and photos are essential for builders to acquaint themselves with the prototype 
they wish to model.  
 
For builders of modern image in 7mm, consider joining MIGO+1, the Modern Image 
Gauge 0/1 organisation. For more details see the MIGO+1 website at www.migo.org 
 
 
 
 
Transfers are available from Fox Transfers. 
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MOTOR BOGIES. 

Introduction. 

The motor bogies in this model are of a standard type with an inner ‘U’ section 

chassis. The side frames, stretchers and buffer beam are built up as one unit and 

because of their length and fragility extra bracing is advisable as shown. 

 

The completed unit can then be fixed to the inner chassis by either soldering or 

fitting shortened stretchers made from spare brass from etch B to both ends of inner 

chassis and fitting the sideframe end stretchers to these using nuts and bolts as 

illustrated 

 

The steel wheels have a nylon bush at one end of the axle to allow pick up via the 

live chassis. The model will run on one motor but for increased traction and better 

adhesion, the use of two motors plus a Delrin chain set is recommended. The 

following suggestions may be of benefit whilst assembling this model. 

 

The spare pieces on etch B can be used to make both the shortened stretchers on the 

ends of the inner chassis and the extra bracing that is required as shown. Ensure that 

the insulated wheels on both the main chassis and the front bogie are in line. 

Although the bogie centre to centre measurement is 239.75 and the wheelbase is 

56mm, check that the wheel centres are centrally placed against the axleboxes on the 

sideframe unit before fixing. To ensure the bogies do not foul on the fuel tanks you 

may have to file the ends of the inner stretcher e43 and by shaping and sticking 

pieces of black insulating tape to the ends of the tanks after painting can avoid 

shorting out. 

 

Front Bogie. 

Shorting problems can occur in models with this extra bogie so when assembling 

take note of the following: 

 Ensure that the live wheel doesn’t come in contact with the surrounding bogie 

frame when in use. 

 Some detail may have to be filed from the rear face of the buffer beam and the 

buffers cut flush at the rear and glued into place. 

 If the wheelsets are too tight when assembled, file some metal from the face of 

the bearings and leave them unsoldered. 

 A small piece of lead held in place with blu-tak on the top of the bogie may 

prevent derailing. 

 

The Chassis. 

Fold the chassis e35and the saddles e36 & e37 which determine the wheelbase. 

Fit both the bulkheads e45 and pivot overlay e41 on to the chassis noting that if 

using Delrin, ensure that the cut outs on e45 are in line. 
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Bearings and Wheels. 

For the wheels to be true and level, the top hat bearings must be soldered in on a flat 

surface such as a piece of plate glass. The bearing holes may need enlarging and a 

tapered reamer is ideal for this. Whilst the outer bearings are soldered to the chassis, 

the middle ones are left to float and the etched washers e39 are soldered on the inside 

of the bearing instead. 

 

Fit the bearings and wheels and when happy that everything is true and square, 

solder the outer bearings in place followed by the middle ones noting that the pin 

points on the axles have to be removed until they are flush with the wheels. 

Remember when fitting wheels that the fibre washers are placed at the insulating 

wheel end to prevent shorting. 

 

Motors, Gears and Delrin. (Not supplied in kit) 

The can motors as supplied have fixing screws but the motor body may not be tapped 

to take them. Dismantling them is an easy task as described below. 

Simply remove the brushes and springs from top of motor and prise back the two 

securing lugs. Pull up the motor top and remove the armature noting the number of 

packing washers under it. Tap the holes 2.5mm and be sure to remove all the swarf.  

 

Re-assembly is the reverse of above. 

 

Now check that the fixing holes in chassis top line up with motor and enlarge if 

necessary.  The brass sleeve m9 fits inside the steel worm m10 ensuring that it is 

proud by 2.5mm at the shouldered end. For the worm to grip onto the motor shaft , 

use a 3/32 drill and bore a hole through the brass sleeve  in the side of the worm and 

tap 6BA. 

 

By enlarging the hole in the chassis top, the motor complete with worm can be fitted 

or removed with ease. Fit the motor followed by driving axle and brass gear m11 

adjusting as necessary to produce a good mesh. Sometimes, inserting a shim of scrap 

brass between one end of the motor and saddle can improve this. Fix solder tags m2 

to inside ends of chassis.  Before continuing it is advisable to test the bogies. 

Fit wheels, attach wires and couple up to a nylon terminal block. If the motors turn in 

different directions swap the motor wires on one bogie. 

 

Note : Do not fix the Delrin cogs at this stage as once in place they are not easily 

removed. The chassis can now be dismantled and along with the wheels, painted 

before final assembly. If fitting Delrin note: 

 - that the cogs are in line with the bulkhead cut-outs 

 - they are fitted to the outer axles 

- you may have to file the shank of the cog if there is insufficient  room on the                               

driving axle. 
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The bogies can now be reassembled and delrin added if desired.  

Useful Tip : Use Loctite Lock ‘n’ seal to prevent the wheels unscrewing.  

 

Front Bogie/Pony Truck. 

Fold up and solder the pony truck e19 and reinforcing washer e23 into place. 

Keeping the insulated axle in line with the main bogie axles assemble the wheels and 

attach the truck to the front  of the main chassis using nut and bolt through hole 

provided. 

Sideframe Unit. 

Shape the beading e15 to fit on the top of the sideframe e11 lining it up by using the 

nicks on the rear of the sideframe and cutting to length before soldering into place. 

Assemble the stretcher e43 and e44 and bufferbeam e22 to the side frames e11 as 

shown. Due to the length and fragility of the finished bogies, extra bracing is 

recommended by using spare pieces of brass from etch b, cut to length, folded to 90 

degrees and fixed into place. 

 

Holes in the sideframes are for locating axleboxes c4, sandboxes c1 and the etched 

bogie steps e14 which need folding and soldering before fitting. Now add the 

bufferbeam detail starting with the drawbar plate e12 and all the cast items ie. the 

bufferstocks c8, bufferbeam fairings c2, bufferbeam ribs c11, steam heat pipes c14, 

mu fittings c13, c17-19, vacuum pipes c16 and air pipes c15 where indicated. 

 

Due to the limited clearance behind the bufferbeam and to avoid shorting problems 

from the pony truck it may be necessary when fitting the buffers m1 to cut off the 

tails  and fix permanently into place. 

 

Now the completed bogies can be painted and laid to one side until they can be fitted 

noting that before fitting the bogie attachment nylon screws m5 it may be necessary 

to enlarge the hole in the top of the chassis. To ensure the thread in the pivot 

assembly is clear, run a 4BA tap through. It may be necessary to omit the pivot 

overlay e41 if the body sits too high. 

 

Body Construction. 

After forming the body, cut and fold the reinforcing channel/angle, this runs along 

the inside of the body hard up against the bottom ‘tuck in’ and goes from cab to cab 

as illustrated. Now cut and form the fan mesh and solder under the opening in the 

roof. 

The fan blades e2 should be bent as shown, the fan support e6 includes strips on each 

side that should be bent down and out to pass under opposite blades of the fan and 

the two soldered together. The completed assembly is positioned centrally under the 

roof mesh with the ends soldered to each side of the roof. If you wish to paint the 

fan, leave the assembly off until the model is finished and secure with an epoxy such 

as Araldite. 
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Fold up the cab doors e27 noting that they are tapered and fit with the door handle to 

the outside. Open out holes for door handles and handrails as necessary and form 

these from the wire provided.  Fit  the cab doors e27 ensuring the treadplate is level 

with the bottom of the opening in the bodyside,  followed by handrails and door 

handles. Fold and fit the radiator grilles e7 centrally behind bodyside cut outs folding 

the shutters to 30 degrees if required. 

The nose sections are tapered as can be seen by studying the bonnets c3 so allow for 

this when forming the front panels e26. Solder in these panels, the bonnets c3 and 

windscreens c10, these requiring some gentle shaping and fettling to fit. 

Laminate the bogie mounting stretchers e38 and e42 together noting that the sides of 

e38 are folded up. Solder nut m4 centrally over the hole on the inside of the pivot 

box e40 and fold and solder this to e38. The wheelbase is 56mm and the bogie to 

bogie centre measurement is 239.75mm. The pivot holes on the inner chassis are off 

centre so allow for this when fitting the bogie mounting stretchers. Solder the 

stretchers in place before attaching the insulated pad m13, this insulates the body 

from the live chassis. Now run a 4BA tap through the pivot nut to clear the thread. 

 

Fuel Tanks. 

Fold, form and solder up the fuel tanks e34 and add the wedge support e20 and tank 

step e21 where indicated. Lugs on the tanks fit into the reinforcing channel/angle but 

before soldering into place fit both bogie assemblies to ensure there is an adequate 

clearance as it may be necessary to file a small amount from the ends of the rear 

bogie stretchers e43. 

 

Body Detail. 

Shape and solder the engine access doors e9, boiler access doors e32 and boiler 

outlet e18 into place. The cab vents c6 fit into holes on the cab roof. Gently form the 

bonnet doors e8 and solder on the hinges e30 before fixing the assembly into place 

on the bonnet c3. Making the windscreen wiper blades from wire, solder to the 

wipers e28 and fix into place. The works plates e5 fit into recesses under each cab 

window. Fit the gangway end doors e10 the lamp brackets e13 and e16 and the horn 

grilles e31. Both  closed e24 and open e25 headcode discs are provided and are 

positioned as shown on. Small pins can be used to represent door stops if desired. 

Finally shape and fit handrails to both ends of the front panel. 

 

Any holes or imperfections can be filled with low melt solder or car body filler 

(avoid the elastic type as this does not adhere to well to brass). 

Interior detail can be added by using plasticard for both bulkhead and cab floor and 

using seat parts c7 and e3. The handbrake wheels e4 are fitted onto the bulkhead by 

first soldering a pin through the hole in the centre of the wheel and securing the 

bulkhead with glue. 

After painting your model fit the glazing into place with blu-tak and epoxy. 
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Class 40   ETCH A 
        

e1. Main Body   1  e6. Fan Support  1 

e2. Cooling Fan   1  e7.     Radiator Grille 2 (1 on etch B) 

e3. Cab Seat   4  e8. Bonnet Door  2 

e4. Brake Handwheel  2  e9.  Engine Access Door 2 

e5. Cabside Worksplate  4  e10. Gangway end Door 2 

 

Class 40   ETCH B (one of two) 
e11. Bogie Side frame  4  e23. Pony Truck washer  2 

e12. Drawbar Plate   2  e24. Closed Headcode disc  4 

e13. Lower lamp bracket  4  e25. Open Headcode disc  4 

e14. Bogie Step   4  e26. Front Panel   2 

e15. Bogie top beading  4  e27. Cab Door   4 

e16. Upper lamp bracket  2  e28. Windscreen Wiper  4 

e17. Etched Gauge   4  e29. Cab Windscreen  2 

e18. Train boiler Outlet  1  e30. Bonnet hinge   8 

e19. Pony Truck   2  e31. Horn Grille   4 

e20. Fuel tank wedge support 2  e32. Boiler access door  1 pair 

e21. Fuel tank step   2   

e22. Buffer Beam   2  e34. Fuel Tank   2 

 

CLASS 40  - ETCH C 
e35. Inner Chassis   2  e40. Mounting stretcher pivot box 2 

e36. Saddle Outer   2  e41. Chassis pivot Overlay  2 

e37. Saddle Motor End  2  e42. Bogie Mounting Stretcher 2 

e38. Folding bogie mounting    e43. Chassis to sideframe 

   stretcher 2    stretcher - inner 2 

e39. Centre Axle Washer  4  e44. Chassis to sideframe  

         stretcher - outer 2 

       e45. Bulkhead   4 

 

CLASS 40 - the Castings 
C1 Sandbox    8  C11 Bufferbeam Rib  4 

C2 Bufferbeam Fairing  4  C12 Ponytruck Axlebox  4 

C3 Bonnet    2  C13 mu fitting   2 

C4 Axlebox   12  C14 Steam heat pipe  2 

C5 Fuel Tank Filler  2  C15 Air pipe   8 

C6 Cab roof Vent   2  C16 Vacuum Pipe   2 

C7 Cab Seat Base   4  C17 mu fitting   2 

C8 Bufferstock   4  C18 mu fitting   2 

C9 Suspension Pivot Box  4  C19 mu fitting   2 

C10 Windscreen   2  
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Class 40 - Miscellaneous Parts 
 

M1 Lost wax buffer with spring 4  M9 Steel worm  2 (extra) 

M2 Solder Tag   2  M10 Brass Gear  2 (extra) 

M3 Nut & Bolt for above  2  M11 Delrin Chain   1 (extra to kit) 

M4 Pivot box Nut   2  M12 Delrin Cog  4 (extra to kit) 

M5 Nylon Screw   2  M13 Insul Pad  2 

M6 Brass wheel Bearing  16  M14 Steel wheel    8 

M7 Can motor   2 (extra) M15 Axle with ins. Wheel 8 

M8 Brass Sleeve   2 (extra) 

 

 

Not illustrated:  Brass strip, clear plastic, fibre washers, motor fixing screws. Worm and gear 

screws, screw couplings.  
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